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• Augmented biological production of submicron particulates may enhance their entrainment 

in sea spray aerosol particles 
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Abstract 

Studies over the last two decades have shown that submicron particulates (SMPs) can be 

transferred from the seawater into sea spray aerosol (SSA), potentially impacting SSA cloud 

seeding ability. This work reports the first concurrent bulk and sea surface microlayer (SSML) 

SMP (0.4-1.0 µm) measurements, made during two mesocosm phytoplankton blooms in a region 

devoid of active wave breaking and bubble formation, providing insight into how biological and 

physicochemical processes influence seawater SMP distributions. Modal analyses of the SMP size 

distributions revealed contributions from multiple, biologically-related particulate populations that 

were controlled by the microbial loop. With negligible bubble scavenging occurring, SSML 

enrichment of SMPs remained low throughout both experiments, suggesting this process is vital 

for SMP enrichment in the SSML. Because many biological SMPs can induce ice formation in 

SSA, our findings are discussed in the context of SMP transfer into SSA and its potential 

importance for SSA ice nucleation.   

 

Plain Language Summary 

Research has shown that particulates can be transferred from the ocean into sea spray 

aerosol (SSA) when bubbles burst at the ocean surface. This transfer is important because 

incorporation of seawater particulates into SSA can impact its ability to seed water and ice clouds. 

During the Sea Spray Chemistry and Particulate Evolution (SeaSCAPE) study, submicron 

particulates (SMPs, 0.4-1.0 µm) were measured daily in the sea surface microlayer (SSML), the 

topmost 1-1000 µm of the ocean surface, and the underlying bulk seawater over the course of two 

phytoplankton growth experiments. The objective of this study was to assess the influence of 
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biological activity on SMP concentrations and distributions in the seawater. Our results indicate 

that biological growth led to increased SMP production, and the size distribution of SMPs 

produced was dependent on the phase of the bloom growth. Additionally, almost no SSML 

enrichment of SMPs occurred without active wave breaking and bubble formation, highlighting 

the significance of biological activity and bubble scavenging/bursting for particulate transfer into 

SSA. Because biological SMPs in SSA can serve as sites for ice formation, these findings are 

discussed in the context of potential SMP impacts on SSA ice nucleation. 

 

1. Introduction 

 Seawater submicron particulates (SMPs) are a vital component of oceanic biogeochemical 

processes, contributing to carbon and nutrient cycling, trophic interactions, and attenuation of 

sunlight (Jonasz & Fournier, 2007; Verdugo, 2012). Research over the last two decades has 

additionally revealed that SMPs can be entrained in sea spray aerosol (SSA) (Bigg & Leck, 2008; 

Facchini et al., 2008; Leck & Bigg, 2005). The compositional changes that arise from SMP 

entrainment in SSA can have climatically important impacts on its hygroscopicity, cloud 

condensation nuclei activity, and ability to serve as ice-nucleating particles (INPs) in the 

atmosphere (Bigg & Leck, 2001; Després et al., 2012; Orellana et al., 2011).  

 The potential contribution of SMPs to seawater ice-nucleating entities (INEs) is especially 

intriguing, as only about 1 in every 105 SSA particles serve as INPs (DeMott et al., 2016). Previous 

research has shown that seawater particulates (>0.2 µm) can comprise over 80% of bulk seawater 

INEs (McCluskey et al., 2018). Micro-Raman spectroscopy on individual SSA particles collected 

from this study revealed that INPs with diameters from 0.56-1.0 µm primarily contained siliceous 

phytoplankton material, providing evidence that biologically-related SMPs contribute to SSA 
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INPs. This size range is particularly interesting because multiple studies have reported elevated 

0.4-0.7 µm SMPs in biologically-active bulk seawater (Isao et al., 1990; Longhurst et al., 1992; 

Yamasaki et al., 1998). These SMPs have been correlated with chlorophyll-a (chl-a), bacteria, and 

heterotrophic nanoflagellate concentrations (Yamasaki et al., 1998), but the primary biological 

parameter driving their formation has not been identified. Because the 0.4-0.7 µm SMP size mode 

is associated with microbial activity, it will hereafter be referred to as the “microbial mode”. 

 Monitoring evolution of the microbial mode throughout an entire phytoplankton bloom 

would be beneficial to identify the biological contributors to the microbial mode. A number of 

studies have found that seawater biological INEs, including diatoms, heterotrophic bacteria, and 

their cell fragments, constitute a significant portion of SSA INPs (Knopf et al., 2011; McCluskey 

et al., 2018; Tesson & Šantl-Temkiv, 2018). Therefore, elucidating the biological components 

comprising microbial mode SMPs may help explain elevated seawater INE concentrations during 

phytoplankton blooms (McCluskey et al., 2018; Mitts et al., 2021), providing insight into the 

higher concentrations of SSA INPs produced from biologically-active seawater (Creamean et al., 

2019; DeMott et al., 2016; Mitts et al., 2021; Wolf et al., 2020).  

 Transfer of biological INEs into SSA also depends on physical processes such as bubble 

scavenging of organic material and the bubble bursting mechanisms that form SSA. SSA is 

produced both from the bubble film cap when it bursts at the air-sea interface and from the bubble’s 

base during subsequent collapse of the bubble cavity (Wang et al., 2017). It follows that particulate 

transfer into SSA will be influenced by particulate concentrations in the sea surface 

microlayer (SSML), the top 1-1000 µm of the ocean surface often enriched in biological 

components and organic material (Aller et al., 2005; Bigg et al., 2004; Wurl et al., 2011), as well 

as particulate concentrations in the underlying bulk seawater. Therefore, assessing ocean-aerosol 
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transfer of microbial mode SMPs necessitates SMP measurements in both the bulk and SSML; 

however, simultaneous size measurements of bulk and SSML particulates have primarily focused 

on supermicron particulates (Stramski et al., 2019).  

 This work reports the first concurrent particle size distribution measurements for 

0.4-1.0 µm SMPs in the bulk seawater and SSML made throughout two phytoplankton bloom 

mesocosm experiments to elucidate how biological activity influences the distribution and 

concentration of SMPs between the bulk seawater and SSML. The measurements were made in a 

region far downstream from active wave breaking and bubble formation, providing insight on SMP 

partitioning between the bulk and SSML when bubble scavenging was minimal. Our results are 

discussed in the context of ocean-aerosol SMP transfer and the potential contribution of SMPs to 

SSA ice nucleation.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 2.1. The Wave Channel Mesocosm Experiments 

 Two mesocosm experiments were conducted in an ocean-atmosphere wave channel at the 

SIO Hydraulics Laboratory as part of the 2019 Sea Spray Chemistry and Particulate 

Evolution (SeaSCAPE) study. A wave channel depiction and detailed description of experimental 

and biological parameters can be found in Sauer et al. (2021). For both experiments, the 11,800 L 

wave channel was filled with natural, filtered seawater (50 µm Nitex mesh) collected from the 

coastal Pacific Ocean. Experiment 1 achieved a full phytoplankton bloom growth and decay cycle 

from July 1st-July 10th, after the addition of f/2 diatom growth nutrients on July 4th (Guillard & 

Ryther, 1962). For Experiment 2, from July 12th-July 19th, a more dilute f/20 nutrient mixture was 

added, and little phytoplankton growth was observed over the course of the experiment 
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(Figure S1a). For completeness, we report SMP measurements from Experiment 2 (Figure 1, 

Figure S1b), however because a phytoplankton bloom did not occur, most discussion about 

Experiment 2 has been placed in the Supporting Information (SI, Text S1).  

 2.2. Seawater Sampling and Biological Measurements 

 All seawater measurements, including in situ measurement of chl-a to monitor 

phytoplankton growth, were made at the back of the wave channel in a designated seawater 

sampling section (Sauer et al. 2021). Once daily in the seawater sampling section, 16 L of bulk 

seawater was siphoned from the wave channel and 200 mL of SSML was collected using the glass 

plate method (Carlson, 1982; Cunliffe & Wurl, 2015). A 1.5 mL aliquot of each sample was taken 

for PSD analysis, and aliquots from the same bulk seawater were used for bacteria and virus 

enumeration. More information on quantification of chl-a, bacteria, and viruses is provided in 

SI Text S2. Separately, a 50 mL aliquot was collected each day to enumerate phytoplankton using 

the Utermöhl method (Figure S2, Utermöhl, 1958). 

 The seawater sampling section was located about 20 meters downstream from the active 

wave breaking region. The wave channel surface water flow is about 1 cm per minute, so surface 

waters would take around 30 minutes to transit from the wave breaking region to the seawater 

sampling section. Because of the long time duration between wave breaking and seawater sample 

collection, we are interpreting the particulate measurements to be reflective of seawater conditions 

where the effects of active wave breaking and bubble scavenging are negligible.   
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 2.3. Particulate Size Measurements and Analysis 

  2.3.1. Multispectral Advanced Nanoparticulate Tracking Analysis (MANTA) 

 Particulates were sized using a MANTA ViewSizer® 3000 (Horiba Scientific). Individual 

particulates in the seawater sample are illuminated by three lasers at separate wavelengths and 

their Brownian motion is simultaneously tracked by a video camera. The MANTA software uses 

the Brownian motion to determine the diffusion coefficient (D) of each individual particulate. 

Under the assumption that particulates are spherical, the hydrodynamic diameter (dh) is calculated 

from the measured diffusion coefficient using the Stokes-Einstein equation (Einstein, 1905):  

dh =  
kBT

3πηD
    (1) 

In Equation 1, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is seawater temperature, and η is seawater viscosity. 

Although the MANTA specifically measures hydrodynamic diameters, this work reports 

equivalent spherical diameters (ESDs). In addition to assuming spherical particulates, ESD 

assumes particulates exhibit identical hydrodynamic, optical, electrical, and aerodynamic 

properties, allowing for comparison between different sizing techniques (McNaught & Wilkinson, 

2019). 

 In our experiments, the MANTA reported particulates with dh from 0.01-1.0 µm. However, 

detection of the smallest particulates strongly depends on the refractive index contrast between the 

particulate and seawater medium, which was not measured. Therefore, we focused this study on 

seawater particulate sizes ranging from 0.4-1.0 µm. Further details on MANTA operating 

conditions and software determination of dh are provided in SI Text S3. 
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  2.3.2. Particulate Size Distributions 

 The role of particulates in surface ocean processes often depends on their concentration 

and size distribution (Groundwater et al., 2012). The particulate size distribution (PSD), 

represented by 𝑁′(𝑑) in Equation 2a, is best described as the average number of particulates per 

unit volume of seawater, N(d), in a given diameter range (∆d) (Reynolds et al., 2010).  

 N'(d) =  
N(d)

∆d
    (2a) 

N'(d) =  No(d)ξ  (2b) 

Frequently a portion of seawater PSDs, or the entire distribution, follow a general power law 

distribution of the form in Equation 2b, where No is the differential number concentration, and ξ 

represents how quickly particulate concentrations decrease with increasing diameter (Reynolds et 

al., 2010). In a loglog plot of d vs. N'(d), ξ is equal to the PSD slope (see Section 3.1 below). 

  2.3.3 Modal Analyses of PSDs 

 Lognormal modal analyses of the PSDs were performed in MATLAB software using 

maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) for parameters of a normal distribution. Although 

particulate sizes overall do not follow a lognormal distribution, lognormal analysis has been 

previously used to identify modal contributions to the total PSD (Jonasz & Fournier, 1996; Zhang 

et al., 2011). This analysis is motivated by the fact that many particulate populations such as 

phytoplankton, bacteria, nonliving organic matter, and mineral particulates follow lognormal 

distributions in the ocean (Jonasz & Fournier, 2007). We recognize there are many possible ways 

to fit modal analyses to our PSD data. Because our goal was to assess particulate populations 

contributing to the microbial mode, we chose to decompose each PSD into four lognormal modes 

with constraints placed on the means and standard deviations. Four modes were sufficient to 

accurately reproduce the measured PSDs while still resolving particulate populations.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

 3.1. Seawater Submicron PSDs 

 Comparing our PSD measurements with previous oceanic SMP studies is difficult because 

the oceanic PSD slopes vary widely from -3 to -10 (Figure 1, Babin et al., 2012; Gallego-Urrea et 

al., 2010; Wells & Goldberg, 1992, 1994; Yamasaki et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2012). The cause of 

this variability is uncertain, but may result from analytical limitations that restrict most 

measurements to only a portion of SMP sizes (Groundwater et al., 2012). To provide better context 

for our measurements, the previously measured oceanic PSDs in Figure 1 have been averaged at 

0.05 µm intervals over the 0.05-1.0 µm range and plotted as open circles along with gray dashed 

lines for the 95% confidence interval. The averaged values are well represented by a power law 

function (solid black line, R2 = 0.94) with a PSD slope of -3.72, similar to the value observed for 

combined submicron and supermicron marine detritus (-3.36, Jonasz & Fournier 2007), and within 

the commonly reported -3 to -4 range for supermicron PSDs (Reynolds et al., 2010; Runyan et al., 

2020). Thus, despite PSD slope inconsistency over segments of the SMP size range, a power law 

distribution with a PSD slope similar to supermicron particulates likely provides a good 

approximation for oceanic SMP concentrations when assessing the full 0.05-1.0 µm range. 

 The bulk and SSML PSD measurements for Experiments 1 and 2, averaged using each day 

of both experiments, are overlaid on the bulk seawater oceanic PSDs in Figure 1. All four PSDs 

fall within the 95% confidence interval calculated from the averaged oceanic values, and are on 

the same order of magnitude as previous Pacific Ocean measurements in coastal San Diego (solid 

maroon lines). Additionally, the microbial mode between 0.4-0.7 µm, where the PSD deviates 

from the typical power law decrease, is clearly visible (and labeled) in Figure 1 for all four PSDs 

in this study as well as the averaged oceanic values. 
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Figure 1. Bulk and SSML PSDs from both mesocosm experiments in this study, plotted along 

with previously reported bulk seawater oceanic PSDs. Solid lines represent PSDs measured for 

coastal San Diego seawater, while dotted lines represent measurements in other oceanic regions. 

All four PSDs from this study fell within the 95% confidence interval (gray dashed lines) 

calculated for the averaged oceanic values. 

 

 3.2. Evolution of Biology and Particulate Concentrations During Experiment 1 

 Experiment 1 followed the typical bloom progression with phytoplankton growth (chl-a) 

increasing after addition of the diatom growth nutrients. The phytoplankton population also shifted 

from a mixed community to diatom dominated as the bloom progressed (Figure S2). 

Phytoplankton growth was closely followed by elevated bacteria concentrations, and then higher 
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virus concentrations in response to the bacteria (Figure 2a, Azam et al., 1983; Lee et al., 2015). To 

evaluate the role of biology on SMP concentrations, the experiment was separated into 

“pre-bloom”, “growth”, and “decay” phases (labeled in Figure 2a). 

 
Figure 2. a) Development of chl-a, bacteria, and virus concentrations throughout Experiment 1 

(asterisk denotes nutrient addition). b) SMP concentrations for bulk (left bars) and SSML (right 

bars) in 0.15 µm size bins (stacked bars) with the full bar height signifying the total SMP 

concentration. Both plots are divided into pre-bloom, bloom growth, and bloom decay phases 

(solid lines) based on the beginning of exponential phytoplankton growth (chl-a), and chl-a 

decaying to half the peak value. 
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compared to the pre-bloom phase. To visualize how different SMP sizes are influenced by the 

seawater biological activity, the bars in Figure 2b were organized into four size regimes: 

0.4-0.55 µm (blue), 0.55-0.7 µm (red), 0.7-0.85 µm (olive), and 0.85-1.0 µm (purple). Daily bulk 

SMP concentrations for all four size fractions moderately to strongly correlated with daily 

concentrations of bulk seawater bacteria and chl-a, having Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of 

0.64-0.76 and 0.65-0.83, respectively (Table S1). This suggests that bacterial cells contributed to 

SMPs of all measured sizes, including the microbial mode. Because most phytoplankton are larger 

than 1 µm, the correlation between SMPs and chl-a is more likely due to direct release of 

0.4-1.0 µm algal exudates or aggregation of smaller particulates generated by primary 

productivity. Also relevant to the microbial mode, virus concentrations showed a strong correlation 

(r=0.83) with 0.4-0.55 µm particulates (Table S1), suggesting viral lysis of organisms may 

produce microbial mode SMPs during bloom decay. Overall, the SMP correlations with chl-a, 

bacteria, and viruses suggest microbial mode formation is controlled by the entire microbial loop 

with different particulate populations contributing during each bloom phase. To better assess 

changes in SMP populations throughout the bloom, modal analyses were performed on the 

pre-bloom, growth, and decay PSDs. Our PSD measurements do not resolve the chemical identity 

of SMPs, but potential contributors are discussed in the section below. 

 

 3.3. Potential SMP Populations Contributing to the Microbial Mode 

 PSD modal analysis reveals the strong resemblance between bulk and SSML PSDs 

throughout each bloom phase (Figure 3), demonstrating that similar SMP populations are 

contributing to the microbial mode in the SSML. Specifically, transitioning from the pre-bloom to 

growth phase, the bulk and SSML PSDs both display large increases in the particulate mode 
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centered around 0.6-0.7 µm (red). The 0.6-0.7 µm particulate mode has been observed in oceanic 

measurements of bulk seawater SMPs (Isao et al., 1990; Longhurst et al., 1992; Yamasaki et al., 

1998), and is patently visible as the microbial mode labeled in Figure 1.  

  
Figure 3. A four-component modal analysis of bulk and SSML PSDs for the pre-bloom (a,b), 

growth (c,d), and decay (e,f) phases. The black line is a five-point, centered moving average of 

the PSDs from each bloom phase. The four modes comprising each PSD are shown in blue, red, 

olive, and purple with a dark blue line representing the composite of these modes. 
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 As mentioned above, bacteria cells represent one likely contributor to the microbial mode, 

but sonication experiments have shown that a significant proportion of microbial mode particulates 

are nonliving organic material (Isao et al., 1990; Yamasaki et al., 1998). Isao et al. (1990) observed 

that many microbial mode SMPs were hydrated, flexible organic material that aggregated to form 

larger particulates. Their observations are consistent with submicron-sized nanogels, such as 

transparent exopolymer particulates (TEP), which are formed through self-assembly and 

aggregation of dissolved (<0.2 µm) exopolymeric secretions (EPS) from marine phytoplankton 

and bacteria (Chin et al., 1998; Passow & Alldredge, 1995). This is substantiated by a tentative, 

but very strong correlation between 0.55-0.7 µm SSML particulates and SSML TEP (>0.4 µm) 

concentrations in Experiment 1 (Figure S3). Additionally, aggregates of membrane vesicles 

released by heterotrophic bacteria and cyanobacteria have also been observed in the bulk seawater 

and SSML (Biller et al., 2014; Patterson et al., 2016). Both of these SMP sources are consistent 

with the correlation of chl-a and bacteria concentrations to 0.55-0.7 µm bulk SMPs. 

 The 0.4-0.55 µm SMP concentrations increased during bloom decay and senescence 

(Figure 3e,f), and closely correlated with elevated virus concentrations. Viral lysis of large marine 

bacteria can produce smaller particulates with diameters between 0.4-0.7 µm (Shibata et al., 1997), 

which may represent a source of 0.4-0.55 µm SMPs during bloom decay. Additionally, bacterial 

egestion by heterotrophic nanoflagellates, which were not measured in this experiment but 

generally increase following bacteria growth (Nagata & Kirchman, 1992), is known to produce 

0.4-0.6 µm picopellets that may contribute to this mode (Nagata, 2000). These observations 

indicate that further microbial processing of SMPs initially formed by primary production and 

bacterial growth may alter the identity of particulates comprising the microbial mode. 
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 3.4. SMP Partitioning in Seawater and Importance for Ocean-Aerosol Transfer 

Stramski et. al (2019) recently reported the first SSML particulate enrichment factors (EFs, 

Equation 3), calculated from simultaneous, oceanic bulk and SSML PSD measurements on 

0.8-50 µm particulates. Their measurements were made in the presence of breaking waves and 

revealed size-dependent SSML particulate enrichment with larger particulates (>10 µm) having 

the highest EFs, and enrichment generally decreasing as particulate diameter decreased. For 

comparison with our SMP measurements, Figure 4 plots a portion of their measured EFs for three 

separate days in the Santa Barbara Channel (gray lines).  

Particulate Enrichment Factor (EF) =  
# of SSML Particulates

# of Bulk Particulates
    (3) 

 Our study extends the measured SMP EF range to 0.4 µm and separates the EFs from both 

experiments into their biological phases (Figure 4). Both pre-bloom phases displayed only slight 

SMP enrichment (1.0-1.4), at the low end of 0.8-1.0 µm EF measurements from the Santa Barbara 

Channel (1.2-2.5, Figure 4). With the exception of one data point, this slight enrichment 

disappeared during the growth and decay phases, and no SMP enrichment was observed (EF≤1.0). 

The underlying mechanisms causing lower SMP EFs during the growth and decay phases are 

uncertain, though one possibility is that the elevated concentrations of biological and organic 

material in the SSML led to higher particulate aggregation rates (Galgani & Engel, 2016; Verdugo 

et al., 2004). Faster particulate aggregation could result in a larger proportion of supermicron 

SSML particulates outside our measurement range. 

Overall, the measured EFs (0.7-1.4) show SMP enrichment is slight to nonexistent in this 

study, consistent with a negligible impact from wave action and bubble formation. Bubble 

adsorption is a critical process for transporting particulates to the SSML (Crocker et al., 2020; 

Zhou et al., 1998), and can lead to 5-fold increases in SSML enrichment of biological and organic 
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particulates (Robinson et al., 2019). Furthermore, Walls & Bird (2017) have found that EF values 

of yeast cells adsorbed to the bubble film surface increased four-fold, from 5 to 20, as water drained 

off the film before bursting. Their observations align particulate enrichment with previously 

observed EFs of 10-22 for bacteria in SSA (Aller et al., 2005; Blanchard & Syzdek, 1982). Thus, 

the lack of enrichment observed in our study suggests future measurements in wave breaking 

regimes will be crucial to determine how bubble scavenging and bursting processes impact SMP 

enrichment in the SSML and transfer into SSA. 

 

Figure 4. SMP enrichment factors from 0.4-1.0 µm in 0.05 µm size bins separated into bloom 

phases for both experiments. Included for comparison are particulate EFs measured in the Santa 

Barbara Channel in the presence of breaking waves (gray lines, Stramski et al., 2019). 
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4. Conclusions and Implications for SMP Entrainment in SSA 

 Herein, we report the first concurrent particulate size distribution measurements of 

0.4-1.0 µm SMPs in the bulk seawater and SSML made over the course of two mesocosm 

experiments. In Experiment 1, which featured a complete phytoplankton bloom cycle, bulk and 

SSML SMP concentrations were generally higher during the growth and decay phases compared 

to the pre-bloom phase. This was primarily due to an increase in 0.4-0.7 µm microbial mode SMPs 

(Figure 2b), with potential biologically-produced particulates in this size range including bacteria 

cells, algal exudates, nanogels, and vesicle aggregates, among others (Alpert et al., 2011; Patterson 

et al., 2016). PSD modal analyses further revealed that the particulate populations contributing to 

the microbial mode depend on the bloom phase (Figure 3). During the growth phase, 0.55-0.7 µm 

SMPs increased in conjunction with maximum phytoplankton (chl-a) and bacteria abundance. The 

decay phase was distinguished by increased 0.4-0.55 µm SMPs and virus concentrations, 

potentially due to cellular debris from viral lysis or grazing of phytoplankton and bacteria during 

bloom senescence (Azam et al., 1983).  

 Biologically induced changes in SMP concentrations and distributions may affect 

particulate entrainment in SSA, which is especially important for SMPs that possess ice nucleating 

ability. Similar to the SMP concentrations, higher seawater INE concentrations have been reported 

in biologically-active seawater (Mitts et al., 2021). Moreover, Micro-Raman spectroscopy has 

demonstrated that biologically-produced SMPs contribute to SSA INPs (McCluskey et al., 2018), 

and many of the likely microbial mode components have been identified as seawater particulate 

INEs including heterotrophic bacteria, diatom cell fragments, and potentially nanogels (Alpert et 

al., 2011; McCluskey et al., 2017; Roy et al., 2021; Wilson et al., 2015). Recent research has shown 
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that SSA INP concentrations scale with the total aerosol volume (Mitts et al., 2021). Because SSA 

formed from the bubble’s base comprises the majority of SSA volume (Mitts et al., 2021; Prather 

et al., 2013), the increased bulk SMP concentrations resulting from seawater biological activity 

may increase the amount of SMP INEs that are transferred into SSA. This may help explain the 

established connection between elevated seawater biological activity and higher SSA INP 

concentrations (Creamean et al., 2019; DeMott et al., 2016). 

In summary, because seawater particulate concentrations increase with decreasing 

diameter (Figure 1), submicron INEs may constitute a significant portion of total particulate INEs. 

Therefore, the increased biological production of SMPs in our experiments, represents one factor 

that may contribute to higher INE entrainment in SSA during phytoplankton blooms (McCluskey 

et al., 2018; Mitts et al., 2021). Entrainment of submicron INEs in SSA may be further augmented 

in wave breaking regimes where bubble scavenging and bursting processes can enhance SMP 

enrichment in the SSML and transfer into SSA. To assess the contribution of SMPs to SSA INPs, 

we suggest future experiments on submicron and supermicron SSA INPs that combine 

size-segregated seawater INE measurements with bulk and SSML PSD measurements. The 

knowledge gained from this further analysis will help inform climate and weather models working 

to assess the global radiative balance and precipitation patterns. 
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